
SUMMARY

• The UK voted in a referendum to leave the European Union on June 23rd – referred to as ‘Brexit’ by market 
commentators. This caught markets by surprise causing safe haven assets (gold, US dollar, Japanese Yen) to rally.

• Global monetary easing will continue for some time, as the nature and pace of the divergence we had been 
witnessing in the two broad paths within the major central banks has changed. Expectations for a rate hike from 
the Federal Reserve has moderated, while the Bank of England is now expected to ease monetary conditions 
further.

• Low commodity prices (particularly oil), and the repercussions of the Alberta wildfires, will test Canada’s economy 
in the second half of 2016. However with the recent bounce in oil and commodity prices along with a revival in 
non-energy exports, sentiment is improving and signs of a stabilizing economy are emerging. 
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Q2 - JULY 2016 

Market Q2 Return (C$) Comments

Canada S&P/TSX Composite  5.1%

•  S&P/TSX Composite was driven higher by the rally in Materials, particularly in gold.
•  A sustained rebound in manufacturing and non-energy exports, tied to the rebounding 

U.S. economy, remains key to overcoming the commodity headwinds and continuing on 
the path to economic recovery. 

U.S S&P500 2.8%

•  The Fed continues to be concerned with the health of the global economy, highlighting 
the Brexit vote as one “uncertainty” that contributed to its June 15th decision to hold 
interest rates steady.

•  Despite a strong U.S dollar, uncertainty about Fed policy and global headwinds, 
conditions for continued expansion exist.

International MSCI EAFE -1.2%

•  The economic/political fallout from Brexit is clouded in uncertainty. However in the 
aftermath of ‘Brexit, safe haven assets (Yen, U.S dollar, Gold) have rallied and rate 
expectations have been lowered.

•  China’s financial markets were relatively calm during the quarter. However the deferral of 
much needed financial sector reforms is concerning.

Fixed Income FTSE/TMX  
Cda Universe 2.6% •  High quality corporate bonds represent good longer term value since spreads are still wide 

from a historical perspective

For a more in depth analysis, please see our Economic Outlook, guardiancapital.com

https://www.guardiancapital.com/media/49691/q1-2016-economic-outlook-final.pdf
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CANADA - Commodities Rally

Alberta fires disrupt oil production

Along with persistent price weakness in 
oil and other commodities, Canada’s 
economy was dealt another setback with 
Alberta’s devastating wildfires, making 
for an even more challenging outlook in 
2016. Oil output was estimated to have 
declined by about 1 million barrels a day 
and 80,000 people were forced to flee the 
affected areas. The BOC currently expects 
the impact from the wildfires to shave 
about 1-1.25% off of growth in the second 
quarter before rebounding with higher 
oil output and reconstruction efforts later 
in the year (Exhibit 2). Source: National 
Energy Board, in thousands of barrels 
per day, May 2016 onwards is predicted 
production.

Gold rallies on global worries 
 
Traditionally thought of as a safe 
haven asset, for its stability during 
economic downturns, gold rallied 
on global uncertainties including 
the Brexit referendum. The 
Canadian gold miners sub-industry 
rallied 40% during the quarter.  
The price of gold has risen 25% 
from the start of the year (Exhibit 
1). Source: Bloomberg, $US/Ounce

+25%YTD

Exhibit 1: Gold Price

Exhibit 2: Alberta Crude Oil Production

Source: Bloomberg

Source: Bloomberg
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UNITED STATES – ON TRACK…DESPITE GROWING GLOBAL HEADWINDS

The impact of Britain’s decision 
to leave the E.U. on the U.S. 
economy is uncertain. However 
exports account for just 12.5% 
of U.S GDP, while the UK 
accounted for just 4% of U.S 
exports.

US oil production appears to 
have peaked in April of 2015 and 
continues to decline (Exhibit 3).

Softening retail sales in January 
and February raised concerns 
about the US economic recovery. 

Historically low interest rates, 
relatively cheaper fuel prices,  
low consumer debt, and 
healthy employment growth 
continue to point to modest 
economic growth going forward 
(Exhibit 4).

Exhibit 3:  US Crude Oil Production

Exhibit 4:  US Household Debt

Source: Thompson Reuters Datastream / Fathom Consulting

Source: Thompson Reuters Datastream / Fathom Consulting
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GLOBAL - DISINFLATIONARY FORCES PERSIST, DESPITE CONTINUED CENTRAL  
        BANK INTERVENTION 

Euro area growth continues to 
be slow, but improving. The 
impact ‘Brexit’ may have on this 
fragile momentum is still unclear 
(Exhibit 5).

The relative calmness prevailing 
in China’s financial markets 
during the second quarter 
provided welcome relief to 
the hard pressed authorities. 
However, the price paid in terms 
of pushing back financial sector 
reforms is a high one.

Despite the Bank of Japan’s 
introduction of negative interest 
rates, the Yen (JPY) continued 
to rally - particularly against the 
British Pound (GPB). This will 
likely put further pressure on 
exporters – as exports declined 
for the eighth consecutive month 
in May (Exhibit 6).

Exhibit 5:  Euro Area GDP. Fourth Quarter Percentage Changes

Exhibit 6:  JPY / GPB Q2 Performance

+18%

Source: Thompson Reuters Datastream / Fathom Consulting

Source: Bloomberg
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FIXED INCOME - LOWER FOR LONGER

Long-term yields decline

Longer-term yields have 
fallen and are  extremely low 
by any historical measure 
due to significant central 
bank intervention. Global 
disinflationary forces are driving 
inflation expectations and 
nominal interest rates lower 
(Exhibit 7).

The continued reach for 
yield

High yield spreads 
widened further in 
February amid global 
growth concerns but 
have since narrowed 
as sentiment improved 
and commodity prices 
rallied (Exhibit 8).

Exhibit 7:  Canada Long Bond / 30 Year ($C)

Exhibit 8:  US Investment Grade Corporate OAS Ex-Energy & Basis Industry 
                US High Yield Corporate OAS Ex-Energy & Basis Industry

Source: PC Bond

Source: Ned Davis Research
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SPECIAL REPORT - BREXIT

Upon news that Britain had 
voted in favour of ‘Brexit’, risk-
off sentiment took hold.

Gold and the broader UK Stock 
Market (FTSE 250) moved in 
opposite directions as the Brexit 
outcome became clear (Exhibit 
9).

The British Pound (GBP) bore 
the brunt of the change in 
sentiment, with the pound 
experiencing its largest single day 
decline since the currency was 
allowed to freely float.

At $1.3229 against the USD, 
GBP reached its lowest level in 
over 31 years (Exhibit 10).

Exhibit 9:  Gold vs the FTSE 250 YTD Performance

Exhibit 10:  GBP / USD QTD Performance

Gold Rallied

Stock Market Plummeted

Source: Bloomberg

Source: Bloomberg
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OUTLOOK - TACTICAL VIEWS

We remain bullish on the market. Relative to interest rates, equities remain attractive. 

Relative to the S&P/TSX index, Canadian equities are above historical price-earning (P/E) 
levels with trailing P/E above average and the median (18.9x versus 17.0x & 16.7x) while 
P/E on a forward basis is above the average and median, but overly influenced by gold and 
energy (17.4x versus 15.1x & 15.0x). The S&P/TSX Index’s dividend yield and earnings yield 
appear cheap relative to interest rates which is positive for income-biased equities.

Relative to the MSCI World Index, global equities appear relatively close to historical P/E 
levels with trailing P/E below average but above median (20.1 x versus 21.1x & 19.4x) while 
P/E on a forward basis is at the average, but below median (15.7x versus 15.81x & 17.0x). 
The MSCI World Index’s dividend yield and earnings yield appear cheap relative to interest 
rates which is positive for income-biased equities.

The MSCI Emerging Markets Index appears relatively cheap to the MSCI World Index on 
a forward P/E basis (11.9x versus 15.8x) but we do not yet see a catalyst such as strong 
earnings growth that would make EM relatively attractive versus developed markets.   

In the bond market, nominal interest rates appear expensive.  Relative to historical spreads, 
investment grade credit and high yield bonds appear attractive as spreads remain wide. 

OVER WEIGHTUNDER WEIGHT NEUTRAL

CANADIAN EQUITIES

GLOBAL

FIXED INCOME
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Income Biased
Small Cap

Short Duration
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Investment Grade Credit

Global Core

Global Income Biased

Emerging Markets

High Yield
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MARKET SUMMARY

Market Q2 Return (C$) Comments

Canadian
Equities

S&P/TSX 
Composite  5.1% •  Low oil and commodity prices, and the repercussions of the Alberta 

wildfires, will test Canada’s economy in the second half of 2016. The 
headwinds from lower oil and commodity prices have generated weak 
economic conditions but the process of adjusting to this environment  
is underway.

•  First quarter GDP was slower than forecast rising 2.4% annualized,  
below consensus estimates of 2.8%.

S&P/TSX 60 4.2%

S&P/TSX
Small Cap 17.9%

S&P/TSX High 
Dividend index 5.6%

U.S 
Equities

S&P 500 2.8%
•  Soft retail sales data in January and February gave financial markets 

pause.

•  The U.S. economy remains positioned for modest growth in 2016.  
The impacts from Brexit and risks of a recession appear limited.

Dow Jones 2.4%

Nasdaq -0.3%

Russell 2000 4.1%

Global 
Equities

MSCI World 
Index 1.3%

•  The European economy surpassed pre-crisis GDP level as pre-brexit  
data continues to show the economy gaining momentum

•  Despite aggregate EM growth for 2016 as a whole remaining at or  
slightly below the rate recorded in 2015, quarterly momentum should  
be increasingly positive

•  The relatively modest global sell-off after the Brexit result helped reduce 
some over-valuation, making global equities relatively less expensive, 
particularly compared to interest rates

MSCI EAFE -1.2%

MSCI EM 
Total Return 1.0%

MSCI United 
Kingdom -0.4%

Fixed 
Income

FTSE/TMX  
Cda Universe 2.6%

•  High quality corporate bonds represent good longer term value since 
spreads are still wide from a historical perspective

•  Along with other global sovereign bonds,  Canadian nominal yields 
declined further as investors sought safety after the Brexit result. 

FTSE/TMX
High Yield 5.7%

FTSE/TMX
91Day T-Bill 0.1%

FTSE/TMX Real 
Return Bond 3.7%

This document includes information concerning financial markets that was developed at a particular point in time.  This information is subject to 
change at any time, without notice, and without update. This commentary may also include forward looking statements concerning anticipated 
results, circumstances, and expectations regarding future events.  Forward-looking statements require assumptions to be made and are, therefore, 
subject to inherent risks and uncertainties.  There is significant risk that predictions and other forward looking statements will not prove to be 
accurate. Investing involves risk.  Equity markets are volatile and will increase and decrease in response to economic, political, regulatory and other 
developments. The risks and potential rewards are usually greater for small companies and companies located in emerging markets.  Bond markets 
and fixed-income securities are sensitive to interest rate movements.   Inflation, credit and default risks are all associated with fixed income securities. 
Diversification may not protect against market risk and loss of principal may result. Index returns are for information purposes only and do not represent 
actual strategy or fund performance.  Index performance returns do not reflect the impact of management fees, transaction costs or expenses. This 
presentation is for educational purposes only and does not constitute investment, legal, accounting, tax advice or a recommendation to buy, sell or 
hold a security.  It is only intended for the audience to whom it has been distributed and may not be reproduced or redistributed without the consent 
of Guardian Capital LP.  Certain information contained in this document has been obtained from external parties which we believe to be reliable, 
however we cannot guarantee its accuracy. Guardian Capital LP is the Manager of the Guardian Capital Funds.  In addition to the Guardian Capital 
Funds, Guardian Capital LP manages portfolios for defined benefit and defined contribution pension plans, insurance companies, foundations, 
endowments and third-party mutual funds.  Guardian Capital LP is an indirect, wholly-owned subsidiary of Guardian Capital Group Limited, a 
publicly traded firm listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange.  For further information on Guardian Capital LP, please visit www.guardiancapitallp.com


